

USS Delphyne 9909.13


Host ACTDNicke says:
<><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><

CO_Grant says:
::On the bridge::

Es`Shere says:
::standing on the bridge::

TO_Hawkes says:
@::On the 'Coco replicating up a steak!::

CEOLefler says:
::on bridge starring like an idiot at floor::

CMO_Matt says:
::in medbay, running the last of a series of simulated molecular-analytical scans::

CO_Grant says:
Counselor: I hope you are feeling better today

OP_Lynam says:
:;On bridge at OPS, sending messages to various aquaintences asking for news and advice.::

Es`Shere says:
CO: Yes very well thank you ::gives him a smile::

SO_Sadoki says:
::scanning logs for the planet the platte saw::

MO_Lea says:
@::steps out the of the Rio Coco. looks around::

Es`Shere says:
::moves and sits down wiping her hair from her eyes and trying to not look petrified::

CO_Grant says:
CEO: any ideas from the sapper satchel on board the rio coco?

CTO_Psion says:
::At science helping SO out::

XO_Wall says:
@::after working a little over an hour on the main helm control panel he discovers the problem why it went offline a shorted out isoleaner chip::

LtJg_Cray says:
::In cargo bay 2 scanning probe::

CMO_Matt says:
::sighs and sets down the padd, retrieving the last bit of information from the scan::

CEOLefler says:
CO: Well the Lynam Type Comm badges can transmit through subspace, intraspace, and other dimensions, but their range is limited. Not very limited but if they are more than a few light years away we won't get anything

SO_Sadoki says:
CTO: Is there any thing I missed in the log scans of the Platte?

CO_Grant says:
Lefler: I see but perhaps Mr.Wall can still rig somekind of subspace effect that we can localize

TO_Hawkes says:
@XO: Have we tried to comm the Del since we got....here?

CMO_Matt says:
::looking from one padd to the other, sighs and shakes his head::

CMO_Matt says:
Computer: Close down grid displays.

XO_Wall says:
@TO: look....here is the problems with the main helm controls ::shows the bad isoleaner chip::

MO_Lea says:
::briskly walks a few meters, and takes a few more tricorder readings, checking for any other lifeforms::

Es`Shere says:
::listens to Leffler discuss COM badges and ranges.. as she brings up information on the surrounding area on a console she has stepped to::

TO_Hawkes says:
@::looks at Isolinear chip, and winches::

CTO_Psion says:
SO:  You've performed all standard scans satisfactorily.  But now we must perform non-standard scans.

CEOLefler says:
CO: Possibly. I will begin scanning for the signature transmission. But it is up to them to build it.

SO_Sadoki says:
CTO: Aye, sir

XO_Wall says:
@TO: no, do we have any clue to where to begin to gain communication control ?

CO_Grant says:
OPS: Have you sent the message about the rio coco to Starfleet command?

CMO_Matt says:
::tosses the padds of jarbled and useless calculations back onto the desk, making a mental note to clear them later. a few hours down the drain::

EOMac says:
::running more scans on the Platte::

CTO_Psion says:
SO:  Attempt a subspace topographical analysis.

CO_Grant says:
CEO: Co-ordinate with CTO and SO on that

OP_Lynam says:
CO: Aye sir, they have not replied yet but I expect it any time now.

TO_Hawkes says:
@XO: Not really, but I thought we ought to atleast try....tho' I don't want to attract too much attention to us.

MO_Lea says:
@::Quickly returns to the runabout, stepping inside the cooler interior::

SO_Sadoki says:
CTO: Running that now, sir

CEOLefler says:
CO: Aye aye sir

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: the rio coco receives a message...........

TO_Hawkes says:
@::jumps::

CO_Grant says:
OPS: Any word from the Klingons, Romulans, and Cardassians on thier databases about that planet?

LtJg_Cray says:
::Finishing scans...feels satisfied enough to report to the bridge::

EOMac says:
Computer: run scans for unusal growth on the Platte

XO_Wall says:
@::gets a new isolinear chip, stops dead looks at the communication station::

EOMac says:
<Computer> running scans

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Looks at message display::

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: the message the rio cooco picks up is another sos from another ship....

CMO_Matt says:
*CNS*: Counselor, I think it's time that I had a final scan.  I can come to the bridge, if you'd like.

XO_Wall says:
@::darts over to communications::

MO_Lea says:
@::pauses to listen::

CEOLefler says:
SO: Mr....Sadoki is it? I need you to reprogram the subsoace sensor array to look for these wave lengths. I am sending you the specifications now ::sends info to SO's screne::

Es`Shere says:
::is intent on finding any clue as to what may have happened.. she is going back as far as the data  bases will allow.. trying to find a relation to this situation and anything else close to it::

XO_Wall says:
COM: hello!! Hello! anyone there?

OP_Lynam says:
CO: As a matter of fact yes.  I just received a report from a Klingon cruiser.  Seems they lost a ship in a similar rift several months ago.  No other information as of yet.

Es`Shere says:
*CMO*: That will be fine.. ::looks around: ALl are busy But I am sure we can stay out of the way

XO_Wall says:
@::stops to listen::

Host ACTDNicke says:
COM: hello...this is the frigate askusk...

SO_Sadoki says:
CEO: information received and reprograming now

CTO_Psion says:
SO:  If you wish I shall continue the scan while you perform Mr. Lefler's request.

CO_Grant says:
OPS: Interesting , this phenomenon might be recurring

CMO_Matt says:
*CNS*: I'll be there in a moment.

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Runs check for registry of a "askusk"::

CMO_Matt says:
::takes medkit from the desk, and heads out of sickbay, down the hall, and onto the turbolift::

SO_Sadoki says:
CTO: please.....

CEOLefler says:
SO: Thanks you. Let me know if you pick anything up.

CMO_Matt says:
Computer: Bridge.

XO_Wall says:
@COM: Askus do you know your location?

Es`Shere says:
::sighs softly: *CMO*: alright

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: askusk -frigate lost 3 years ago near the asteroid field

MO_Lea says:
@::continues standing in the entrance::

OP_Lynam says:
::Monitors communications for other signals, keeps channel open for the comm badge frequency::

CMO_Matt says:
::turbolift arrives at the bridge, and enters, looking for the counselor::

CTO_Psion says:
::Continues scans::

SO_Sadoki says:
::scans for waves lengths::

Es`Shere says:
::looks over as the CMO enters the bridge.. she is at an empty console on the back of the bridge::

XO_Wall says:
@COM: this is the U.S.S. Rio Coco I am Cmdr Wall?


CO_Grant says:
::NOds to the CMO as he enters the bridge::

CMO_Matt says:
::nods to the Captain, and moves to the back of the bridge, placing the medkit on the console and pulling out his intruments::

EOMac says:
Computer: find anything unusal?

Es`Shere says:
CMO: Good day Doctor.. ::smiles::

XO_Wall says:
@COM: Askusk, you still there?

EOMac says:
<Computer> biomatter found on port bow

CMO_Matt says:
::recallibrating the tricorder to the specifications present in the medical anomaly, and smiles at the CNS:: CNS: How are you feeling?

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: the comm goes static

CTO_Psion says:
::Scans return ::

Es`Shere says:
CMO: I feel fine.. I do not think this is neccessary but.. if you insist

EOMac says:
Computer: run a scan on the biomatter and run a test as to it's origins

SO_Sadoki says:
::continues the scans looking for the wave lenghts::

CMO_Matt says:
CNS: It is necessary, so I will.  You're not an empath, and this is rare for even those species.

TO_Hawkes says:
@XO::Tries to get a back-azimuth on the Asksuk signal::

XO_Wall says:
@::darn! pounds on panel::

Es`Shere says:
CMO: You know best.. ...

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  I have a report on the flexure.  It appears to be highly unusual.

CMO_Matt says:
::makes the scan slowly, taking his time to make a complete analysis::

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Well sir, I've sent messages to everybody I can think of.  Except for the Klingons, and the Cardassians, nothing has come back.  They simply report that their ships were swallowed up by a fissure in space.

CMO_Matt says:
CNS: How is the situation progressing?

CO_Grant says:
CTO: go ahead make the report

EOMac says:
<Computer> running scans and searching StarFleet

XO_Wall says:
@TO: I want you to try to get a fix on there position, we need to talk to them we might be able to help each other?

CO_Grant says:
OPS: interesting

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Apparently the subspace topological scans indicate an intricate system.

Es`Shere says:
::stands there, wishing hey had gone to medical after all.. awkward.. but he is almost done.. she hopes..::CMO: All better yes.. :::smiles at him.::

MO_Lea says:
@::sits at Sci console, frustrated, begins another scan for the possible location of the ship::

TO_Hawkes says:
@XO: Already on it sir.

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  It seems to have "tendril-like" extensions that reach throughout varying regions of space.

CO_Grant says:
CTO,SO: correlate the times of disseapearances and the flexure look for  pattern

XO_Wall says:
@MO: Do you sense them?

EOMac says:
<Computer> scans complete. Couldnot find origin of biomatter and no records of it

CMO_Matt says:
::sees that she is uncomfortable, and quickly puts the tricorder away:: CNS: You should be completely recovered in fourty eight hours.

CO_Grant says:
CTO: ah so our ship fell out of  a tendril somewhere

Es`Shere says:
CMO: Thank you.. I will try and speed it up..

CMO_Matt says:
::turns to walk towards the turbolift::

XO_Wall says:
@::trys to regain communication at comm station::

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Aye sir.  Attempting to ascertain a pattern.

EOMac says:
*CO*: I had the computer runa scan for anything unusual on the Platte and it found a biomatter that is unidentifiable in any Start Fleet records or Science records

OPS_Lynam says:
::Sits up in chair and listens intently to the comm signals, something strange...::

CO_Grant says:
OPS: SO only the Romulans haven't reported a dissapearance?

CMO_Matt says:
::stops at the turbolift doors, and turns to stand to the side of the center of the bridge, watching as the situation unfolds::

TO_Hawkes says:
@XO:I'm getting a fix on where the signal came from.... not tooo  far. Possibly on the other side of this planet.

SO_Sadoki says:
CTO: Here are the times of flexure

CO_Grant says:
OPS: CONtact the romulans about receiving weird distress signals maybe we can work this thing backwards

CEOLefler says:
::continues looing for signs of the comm signals::

Es`Shere says:
::sees the doctor almost leave:: CMO: May I ask you something?

CMO_Matt says:
::turns back to the counselor, a bit surprised:: CNS: Sure...

XO_Wall says:
@TO: how far on the other side, what distance we talking?

CTO_Psion says:
SO:  Thank you.

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: Comm comes alive again with an excited voice asking for the rio cocos identification

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Speak of the devils, I have just received a message from our newest allies.

CO_Grant says:
*EO*: Refer that data to the Doctor and SO pronto!

CTO_Psion says:
SO:  Use the lateral scanners to run a temporal and quantum correlation scan.

MO_Lea says:
@XO: I just hope they are in better circumstances than we are

Es`Shere says:
::frowns:: CMO: I am sorry.. I seem to have forgotte what I was going to say.. ::feels foolish::

EOMac says:
*CO*: I believe that the Platte came in contact with something from another quadrant

SO_Sadoki says:
CTO: Aye, sir

XO_Wall says:
@COM: Askusk, yes this is the U.S.S. Rio Coco Im am Cmdr Wall of the United Federation of Planets

CO_Grant says:
OPS: go ahead and share the message from the romulans with us

TO_Hawkes says:
@ALL: I just hope they're not out to get o cheap runnabout...one owner.

CMO_Matt says:
::frowns as well, hoping that her medical problem wasn't connected::

EOMac says:
*CO*: as to what quadrant, that I don't know

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: The Romulans report that they know of the Flexure and have researched it...and two of their science vessels were lost in the process.

Es`Shere says:
CMO: Maybe I will check in the morning with you.. ::tries to smile looking up at him::

CO_Grant says:
*EO*: interesting but share it with SO and DOCTOR

Host ACTDNicke says:
@COMM: this is Andre' of the frigate askusk..... please tell us you are here to rescue us!!

LtJg_Cray says:
::Enters bridge::

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Listens for more of the message::

CMO_Matt says:
CNS: Yes, that should be your last needed visit for a while.

CO_Grant says:
OPS: Alert the Romulans about the probe that went in with Rio COCO, and ask them about that planet

EOMac says:
*SO*: the computer found an biomatter on the Platte and can't identify it, gonna need your help on this

XO_Wall says:
@COM: well Im afraid as much as I like to say we are but we are in the same situation as you?

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Aye sir.

Host ACTDNicke says:
@::silence for a moment:: 

EOMac says:
*CMO*: the computer can't identify a biomatter that it found on the port bow of the Platte

TO_Hawkes says:
@XO:All I know is that the Askusk is a Frigate, which is bigger that we are.

Host ACTDNicke says:
@COMM: maybe we can help each other?

Es`Shere says:
::turns to her console as the doctor stands there:: CMO: Do you know anything about fission.. ::pauses as he is COM'd::

LtJg_Cray says:
::Walks up to SO::

SO_Sadoki says:
*EO* Give me just a sec

XO_Wall says:
@TO: do you have an exact distance yet?

OPS_Lynam says:
::Sends message to the Romulans detailing the encounter with the Flexure and requests the data they have.  Also queries about the planet that was seen.::

CMO_Matt says:
*EO*: Very well...

CMO_Matt says:
CNS: Let's finish this later, ::smiles, and turns to leave::

Es`Shere says:
CMO: Fine.. ::turns back to her work::

LtJg_Cray says:
SO:  I just finished scanning the probe we sent out and I think you'll find this interesting.

SO_Sadoki says:
CTO: ran scans and will continue them

TO_Hawkes says:
@XO: Other side of Wall's World. If we went up, we could probably find them easier.

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: the fissure begins opening again

EOMac says:
*SO*: I'm in shuttle bay 1, if you need me

EOMac says:
*CMO*: I'm in shuttle bay 1, if you need me

CO_Grant says:
::sees a panel on sci station blink::

CMO_Matt says:
::enters the turbolift:: Computer: Deck 11.

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Sir, it's open again.

SO_Sadoki says:
LTjg: please what is it?

MO_Lea says:
@XO: Shall meet them?

CO_Grant says:
OPS: I see

TO_Hawkes says:
@::tries to contact probe:;

CMO_Matt says:
::leans up against the turbolift wall, taking a deep breath, and going over current events in his mind::

Es`Shere says:
::looks over to OPS and then the viwer::

CEOLefler says:
::Hopes they dive in after the lost crew members. The ship can take it:::

EOMac says:
Computer: finish diagnostic on the Europa

CMO_Matt says:
::everything seemed to be so confused, so blurred, he hoped that things would become streamlined again; that the crew of the Rio Coco would return::

CO_Grant says:
DUTYFCO: approach the flexure, but hold outside its range, 1/2 impulse

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Recieves another comm signal from the Romulans::

LtJg_Cray says:
SO:  Apparently what crushed the probe was the return trip.  Space seems to be discontinuous on the way back, leaving matter twisted as it comes back!

CO_Grant says:
CTO: be prepared to use the tractor beam again

EOMac says:
<Computer> finishing the level 3 diagnostic

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: as the fissure opens one worker bee is "spit" out

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Aye sir.

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Tries to use probe to triangulate Askusk signal::

XO_Wall says:
@TO: ok lets get the all of the Rio Coco systems back online were going up

CMO_Matt says:
::leaves the turbolfit as it arrives to Deck 11, and quickly enters the shuttlebay, medkit still in hand::

CMO_Matt says:
EO: What do you have?

CEOLefler says:
::Sees work bee on viewscrene......Sparky?:::

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Sir, the Romulans have sent us their information.  They apparently mapped out the Flexure's opening rate and it's locations.

TO_Hawkes says:
@XO: Aye Aye sir! ::Starts punching buttons...moves to TAC::

Es`Shere says:
::corrulating past information as she keeps an eye on the viewer.. still hoping to find a key piece of information in others misfortunes::

SO_Sadoki says:
CTO: we have info that matter coming back through may be twisted.....

CTO_Psion says:
SO:  Acknowledged.

CO_Grant says:
OPS: Excelllent, send the map of openings to CTO and SO

CO_Grant says:
::as the flexure fills the screen::

EOMac says:
CMO: over here on the port bow, the computer found a biomatter that can not be found in any Star Fleet data bank. I believe it may be from another quadrant

CO_Grant says:
DUTYFCO: full stop

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Aye sir.  I'll also send it in a transmission through the flexure, maybe the XO will pick it up.

CO_Grant says:
CTO: tractor that worker bee home!

XO_Wall says:
@::replaces the isolinear chip, quickly gets back up and moves to the foward main helm control panel::

MO_Lea says:
@::relieved, begins accessing sci console::  XO: We should have a smooth trip..

SO_Sadoki says:
*EO*: Can you send that info to my station to identify?

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Sends data to SO and CTO::

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Aye.  ::Engages tractor on the work bee::

CMO_Matt says:
::opens his eyes in stark disbelief:: EO: Really.  So you're saying that the Rio Coco could possibly be on the other side of the galaxy?

CTO_Psion says:
::Recieves data on console from OPS::

EOMac says:
*SO*: aye

CEOLefler says:
CO: I'll head down to the work bay and inspect the Work bee

CO_Grant says:
CEO: go ahead

XO_Wall says:
@::activates systems engages pre launch procedures::

CEOLefler says:
::heads to TL::

EOMac says:
Computer: send the information or what is of it to the Science station the Bridge

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Sends message containing info through the flexure as well as Del's Coordinates and the "cavalry charge" music.::

SO_Sadoki says:
::receives data from EO::

EOMac says:
<Computer> sending data

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Tactical sacn for bogies::

MO_Lea says:
@XO: I'm receiving a transmission, federation origin!

Es`Shere says:
::sees the happy looks on a few crew members.. she hopes it is not pre-mature::

CEOLefler says:
::enters work bay and sees Sparky lieing on deck::

LtJg_Cray says:
::Moves to science::

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Looks at Lea::

Es`Shere says:
::nods at Cray::

CMO_Matt says:
EO: I'd like to see the hard data on what you've found here.

SO_Sadoki says:
::scans info received from EO::

CEOLefler says:
::scans hull. She's a mess::

XO_Wall says:
@MO: by all means put it through!

CO_Grant says:
SO: keep trying to establish a match with that planet

SO_Sadoki says:
LtJg: thanks for the info!

CO_Grant says:
SO: the new romulan map should help

EOMac says:
::hands padd over to the CMO::

CEOLefler says:
CO/Bridge: The Workbee is on pretty bad shape sir. Looks like Psion's previous assumption was correct

OPS_Lynam says:
CO:Message sent sir.

SO_Sadoki says:
CO: Aye, sir

MO_Lea says:
@::patches transmission through Rio's comm system.  Hears the music and can't help smiling::

LtJg_Cray says:
SO:  Your welcome.  I just hope we find a way for the Coco to get back intact.

LtJg_Cray says:
::notices Es'Shere's nod and smiles back::

CO_Grant says:
*CEO*: acknowledged , return trip through the flexure not a healthy one

CMO_Matt says:
::starts running through the padd, stopping at a few points to review slightly familiar data. After a few moments he looks up from the padd to look at the shuttlecraft::

CMO_Matt says:
EO: Interesting...

CTO_Psion says:
::Moves to tactical::

XO_Wall says:
@TO: please send the direction toward the Askusk we have to find them?

MO_Lea says:
@XO: Well, now we now when the voi- or flexure opens on there side...

CEOLefler says:
CTO: I  am uploadin the scans I ran on Spar....umm.. the work bee to you now

CO_Grant says:
::Also reviewing the romulan maps of tendrils ::

EOMac says:
CMO: I'm just totally lost here

TO_Hawkes says:
@XO: Right! ::Scans for Asksusk::

CMO_Matt says:
::looks to the officer standing beside him, and back to the runabout::

CTO_Psion says:
CEO:  Acknowledged.  One of your words was incomplete.  What is "spar" ?

LtJg_Cray says:
SO:  Take a look at these map readings.

LtJg_Cray says:
::Waves to SO::

CMO_Matt says:
EO: This is really strange.  When I ran medical scans on the crew of the Platte I found a few electro-chemical indeferences that I suppose couldn't be fully processed by the computer.  Now I see why; they weren't in the databanks themselves.  This biomatter is related at some genetic level...

EOMac says:
*SO*: did you find anything?

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Sends thank you message to the Romulans including coordinates for the delivery of a case of Earth Scotch::

CEOLefler says:
CTO: Slip of the tongue Tactical. Carry on!

XO_Wall says:
@All: the message contained the Del's position, but according to nav sensors thats over 3,000 light years away! how do we get back?

MO_Lea says:
@XO: but according to these records, the flexure should have opened a few moments ago, yet we weren't aware of it

CTO_Psion says:
::Wonders if Lefler has been naming his work bees::

CO_Grant says:
OPS: IF link to flexure still open, send a quick synopsis of romulan theory of flexure, tendrils to rio coco , maybe Wall can use from his end

CMO_Matt says:
EO: I would have to get some time in the science labs to compare what you've found here and what I gathered and simulated at medbay to be sure, but I see a slight resemblance in the chemical composure of the two substances.

SO_Sadoki says:
CTO: from the map reading i can determine the openings and closing of the fissure...

EOMac says:
CMO: I believe and I'm no expert, but I feel it comes from a quadrant that we haven't explored yet

XO_Wall says:
@MO: maybe because the flexure is not permant on this end

CMO_Matt says:
EO: If it's not in the databanks, you might be right; but it could be from anywhere.  It's a big universe out there.

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: I sent the whole Romulan message sir.

CTO_Psion says:
SO:  Will there be a route for the runabout's return?

MO_Lea says:
@XO: So if the Platte was sucked in after we were, they could be anywhere else...

CEOLefler says:
*EO*: Mac, where are ya?

EOMac says:
CMO: interspatial flexures are radical, they aren't stable

Es`Shere says:
::computer is spitting out worthless information.. only ..  if she could just think clearer::

CO_Grant says:
CTO,SO : if they can't come back to here, where in that list of tendrils is closest exit to us?

CMO_Matt says:
EO: So we've discovered.

EOMac says:
*CEO* in shuttle bay 1 trying to figure out whats on the Platte

SO_Sadoki says:
CTO: I will try to find the info, running computer analysis now

XO_Wall says:
@TO: I want reports as you get the info, please report.

CEOLefler says:
*EO*: I'll join you there in a few moments

MO_Lea says:
@XO: I'm receiving the coordinates of other flexures

EOMac says:
*CEO* aye

CEOLefler says:
::heads to shuttle bay but makes sure to lock up Sparky before he leaves::

EOMac says:
CMO: Id like to take the Europa in after I make the necessary modifications to her

MO_Lea says:
@XO: But are the 'deposite' points of the other flexures are random as this one?

CMO_Matt says:
*CO*: Captain, Ensign MacPherson has made a discovery on which I seem to be adding to.  The biomatter found on the Platte seems to be genetically related in some aspect to a few anomalies found within the Platte crew.  Neither substances check out with the Delphyne's databanks.

TO_Hawkes says:
@XO: The Askusk is here... ::sends co-ords to XO's panel::

Es`Shere says:
::head goes up as she listens in on the CMO COM'ing the CO::

SO_Sadoki says:
::runs computer simulations of return trip of Rio::

CO_Grant says:
*CMO*: probably biomatter from different tendril exits of the flexure , download the ROmulan theory of flexure and tendrils from the bridge computer for reference

CMO_Matt says:
EO: Take the Europa for what? ::waiting response from the Captain::

XO_Wall says:
@MO: thats what we need to know before we enter any of them or we may ends up 10's of thousands of lights further from were we are now, we need to make sure its the right one.

CMO_Matt says:
*CO*: Aye sir, we'll notify you of anything further.

EOMac says:
CMO: close enough to where the flexure was last located and run scans in that area

MO_Lea says:
@::exasperated at having the possibility of going somewhere, but logic demanding more time before leaving::

CEOLefler says:
::Enters Shuttle bay::

CEOLefler says:
EO: What do you have?

LtJg_Cray says:
::Moves over to SO::

MO_Lea says:
@XO: I'll do my best to determain the possibilities

TO_Hawkes says:
@:ALL: Well, the only way I can think of to know which flexure goes back is if we send a Comm to the DEl, and they send some indication that they received it back.

CMO_Matt says:
EO: Hopefully we won't be there that long.  ::walks over to console and starts downloading Romulan information to the shuttlebay computer network::

SO_Sadoki says:
LtJg:I am running simulations for the return trip of the Rio, can you help?

EOMac says:
CEO: I have found that the Platte has a biomatter on it that can't be identified :: hands padd to the CEO::

Es`Shere says:
::tasp her finger nails on the panel  she wishes she had paid more attention at starfleet in her science classes.. it just is not making sense.. she knows the answer is right in front of her.. ::

LtJg_Cray says:
SO:  Sure.

CMO_Matt says:
::looks back to the CEO, and back to the console, reviewing the Romulan theories::

XO_Wall says:
@TO: good idea, please send a test signal through each one.

CEOLefler says:
CEO: You have sent this ti Medical?

TO_Hawkes says:
@:XO: Aye sir!

CO_Grant says:
::looking over the list , it appears that 6 openings are available less than 200 lightyears from current Delphyne location::

LtJg_Cray says:
SO:  Alright, then...if they re-enter the flexure they'll need to exit another end or end up smashed.

LtJg_Cray says:
::Taps console some::

CMO_Matt says:
CEO: Actually, Medical has been sent to you.

EOMac says:
CEO: yes, the doc is over there running further scans

TO_Hawkes says:
@Comm: Del: This is Rio Coco, If you read please respond with registry Numbers...over.

CEOLefler says:
CMO: Ah Hello Doctor, Sorry I didn't see you there

CEOLefler says:
CMO: What have you found?

XO_Wall says:
@COM: Askusk, do you read we are appraoching your coordinates, we may have found a way out of this, we can help you return also?

CO_Grant says:
OPS, CTO: I see 6 openings less than 200 lightyears from here scan them if possible for signatures

EOMac says:
CEO

Host ACTDNicke says:
@COMM: we read you! 

Es`Shere says:
::rubs at her temples and tackles the problem from a different angle::

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Acknowledged.

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Aye sir.

EOMac says:
: I also gave the info to the SO to

CMO_Matt says:
CEO: No problem.  From my medical scans on the crew of the Platte, and from the information on the biomatter discovered by Ensign MacPherson, I've picked out a few simularities in the chemical structure of the substances.  They are related somewhere at a genetic level.

LtJg_Cray says:
SO:  I see something at Minos Korva.   Maybe that?

Host ACTDNicke says:
@<askusk>COMM: we are grateful for your help

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Begins scanning the flexure locations for comm signals.

SO_Sadoki says:
Ltjg: what if they sent something ahead and then we could determine on this side what comes thru and if it is a good route or not

TO_Hawkes says:
@Comm:Last responder please identify.

CMO_Matt says:
CEO: The Captain told us to download this ::motioning to the console:: the Romulan theories on the flexure to further seeking how and why these are rleated.

Es`Shere says:
::looks to SO:: SO: The bee came through.... how did it get back?

CEOLefler says:
CMO: What do you suppose could have caused this?

XO_Wall says:
@COM: Askusk, I am sending you our plan, we are waiting for our test to complete before we know exactly were we should go...stand bye

LtJg_Cray says:
SO:  I'm not sure we can recieve their telemtry.

Host ACTDNicke says:
@<askusk>COMM: standing by rio coco

CO_Grant says:
CTO, SO : do we have anything that can leave a traceable signature through the tendrils?

OPS_Lynam says:
Es'Shere: You could download its computer core, it would contain coordinates of its journey.

CMO_Matt says:
CEO: The interesting this is that neither of the substances can be catagorized with our databanks.  Maybe the Romulans have something, but we have nothing to explain it.  Either the substances can from the same tendril in the flexure, or from alternate ones being still related.

LtJg_Cray says:
SO:  Basically, it's a one way shot and their won't be any test shots.

XO_Wall says:
@COM: Askusk, what is the status of your ship?

TO_Hawkes says:
::sighs....tries another sector of  space near were we came from::

CEOLefler says:
CMO: Thank you doctor. I am sure that you will come up with something.

CEOLefler says:
EO: How is the Platte?

Host ACTDNicke says:
@<askusk>COMM: our ship is ready...just low on fuel

CMO_Matt says:
::nods, turning back to the console::

Es`Shere says:
::nods at OPS and does it.. she is in hte way.. but she will be damned if she is going to leave the bridge while the away team is lost::

Host ACTDNicke says:
@<askusk> COMM: this planet was the most inhabitable and we found it a wise thing to do was to lay low until we could find a way home

CMO_Matt says:
::looks back to the EO:: EO: Maybe you could help with this, I'm not new to Romulan theories or interspacial flexures, let alone both of them combined.

TO_Hawkes says:
@::COMM:DEL: This is Rios Coco, if you read us, please respond with Registration numbers/

EOMac says:
CEO: other than the biomatter, and the information that it came in contact with a interspatial flexure...nothing

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Looks at XO and mouths words..."lay low?"::

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: after a few moments the rio coco receives another message from the del

XO_Wall says:
@Askusk, do you have enough to get back through the fissure, if so we can tow you back home once we make it back to our space.

CO_Grant says:
CTO,SO: CMO and EO mcpherson found biomatter that survived the trip through the tendrils, perhaps rio coco could send bio matter through the flexure and we see where stops as a trace

Host ACTDNicke says:
@<askusk> COMM: yes 

EOMac says:
CEO: she's flight worthy

EOMac says:
::heads over to CMO:: what do you have doc?

CEOLefler says:
EO: Good to hear!

CO_Grant says:
*CMO*: Find a good simple biomatter of our space/crew that would suffice as a trace visible from long range scanners that Dr.Lea can send to us

CMO_Matt says:
::points to the console screens:: EO: Here, something about the entire inner-structure of the flexure and it's tendrils.  I'm a little rusty and my physics.

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  I recommend we send another shuttle through and recover the Rio Coco.  We can always navigate another tendril and return to the Alpha quadrant at newer coordinates.

EOMac says:
CEO: and finishing up the Europa too

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  Or send the Delphyne itself.

CO_Grant says:
CTO: negative , the shuttle would just end up somewhere else from the rio coco

CMO_Matt says:
::looks to EO:: EO: You'll have to handle this now.

Es`Shere says:
::agrees with the CTO::

XO_Wall says:
@TO: any luck yet?

CMO_Matt says:
*CO*: Aye sir.

TO_Hawkes says:
@XO: We have recieved Registry numbers from the DEL. That ::points:: area is where I aimed our signal.

CO_Grant says:
CTO: as we would

EOMac says:
CMO: one sec

SO_Sadoki says:
::scans the bio matter and scans for the same bio matter in the flexure::

CMO_Matt says:
::opening up his medkit, he takes out the tricorder and takes the readings of the ship biomatter, then places it back in the case::

LtJg_Cray says:
CO:  The flexure is timed, and the exit would still leave us within a few light years of the Coco's exit.

CMO_Matt says:
EO: My other samples are back in Medbay.  Keep me posted, if you would. ::turns to leave shuttlebay::

EOMac says:
*SO*: did you find anything on the biomatter?

XO_Wall says:
@TO: good work! patch the coordinate for that fissure to helm and send coordinates to the Askusk as well.

CO_Grant says:
OPS: Send a message about biotracing to the rio coco, maybe Wall and company can put it to good use

EOMac says:
CMO: aye doc

MO_Lea says:
::begins running comparison of flexure coordinates and To's fissure::

SO_Sadoki says:
EO: checking it now....

Es`Shere says:
::knows the CO is correct.. and is not happy.. but turns to the console.. reading infornmation again::

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: I am receiving a message from Rio Coco, they request our I.D. as reply.

CMO_Matt says:
::leaves the bay and enters the turbolift:: Computer: Deck 7.

TO_Hawkes says:
@XO: Aye, Aye sir! ::sends co-ords::

CMO_Matt says:
::quickly leaves the turbolift, running down to medbay::

CO_Grant says:
OPS: send ship's id with bio data trace suggestion

Host ACTDNicke says:
@<askusk> COMM: we have received the coordinates...thank you

CO_Grant says:
*CMO*: to the bridge please

EOMac says:
CEO: I'll also have the mods done on the Europa as well

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: the frigate powers up

TO_Hawkes says:
@Comm:Askusk: You're most certainly welcome!

OPS_Lynam says:
::Sends the registry numbers and bio trace info.::

CMO_Matt says:
::entering, he places the medkit back in its place, picking up the padd with the results that he was about to delete, and adding the biomatter to the information in a hurry::

XO_Wall says:
@COM: Askusk, we glad we could help you may follow us if you like into the fissure?

CMO_Matt says:
*CO*: On my way. ::running to turbolift::

CMO_Matt says:
Computer: Bridge.

XO_Wall says:
@::heads Rio Coco towards proper fissure:::

Host ACTDNicke says:
@<askusk> COMM: will do!

MO_Lea says:
@XO: I think that will place us fairly close to the Delphyne's last co-ords.

CMO_Matt says:
::enters bridge, hurrying to the Captain's side with padd in hand::

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Prays REALLY REALLY hard!::

Host ACTDNicke says:
@<askusk> ::Prepares to follow the rio cooc::

CMO_Matt says:
CO: Yes?

CO_Grant says:
CTO,OPS,SO: from this map closest exit not here is about 104 lightyears from here in Cardassian space though lightly colonized

CMO_Matt says:
::holds out padd with all information:: CO: This should be everything that you need to perform a biotrace.

XO_Wall says:
@MO: ::chuckles:: im sure its much closer than 3,000 light years ::grins:: that ok with me

XO_Wall says:
@::Rio Coco enters fissure::

SO_Sadoki says:
CTO: I ran scans on the bio matter to find it in the flexure no readings where found..

MO_Lea says:
@XO: I won't complain.  That planet was getting a little..old.

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: the RIO COCO enters the fissure followed closely by the Askusk

CTO_Psion says:
SO:  Acknowleged.

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Well, let's go! , um sir.

CO_Grant says:
CMO: Be the hero here , send a message that Dr.LEa would understand immediately that would send a biotrace we can detect about 100 - 200 lightyears away that would allow us to help them navigate home

XO_Wall says:
@MO: agreed! ::smiles::

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Keeps an eye on the Askusk::

CMO_Matt says:
::takes a deep breath:: CO: Aye sir.

LtJg_Cray says:
SO:  Well...if the CO wants a trail of biomatter we could always rig a photon to pulse burn some organic matter.

MO_Lea says:
@::as they enter, she almost feels she would rather return to the planet::

CMO_Matt says:
::hurries to science console, quickly uploading the genetics information to long range sensors::

XO_Wall says:
@TO: so nice little adventure huh?

EOMac says:
*SO*: find anything?

SO_Sadoki says:
LtJg: good idea, i will relay that info to the CTO

TO_Hawkes says:
@::wryly:: XO:yeah!

CMO_Matt says:
::running a sliced medical operation, he flies over the console adding in the diagnostics and information for the looping message::

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACITON: the RIO COCO begins wavering through the fissure

CMO_Matt says:
::wipes sweat off of his brow, hurrying to finish the biotrace signal::

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Wavers::

SO_Sadoki says:
EO: found nothing, sorry, but continueing to scan

EOMac says:
CEO: are you ok?, you don't looks so good

Host ACTDNicke says:
ACTION: the RIO COCO begins rocking

CMO_Matt says:
::finally, with a touch of a button, he sends the biotrace, a simple streamlined looping sequence that should lead the Rio Coco back to the Delphyne::

CMO_Matt says:
::waiting a few moments, he sends it again::

XO_Wall says:
@::becomes silents as he works on improving the helm and trying to stablize the Rio Coco through the fissure, quickly making all kinds of adjustments to helm::

MO_Lea says:
@::grips the console:: All: Here we go again...

EOMac says:
*SO* aye, I'm looking at Romulan dats files now

CMO_Matt says:
::placing the biotrace to loop, he prays that Lea knows what to do with it::

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Drums fingers on his chair impatiently::

TO_Hawkes says:
@::sings:: The minstrel boy has gone to war.....

CEOLefler says:
EO: I'm fine. Why do you ask?

EOMac says:
CEO: not sure, but you look pale

TO_Hawkes says:
@::sings::...in the ranks of death you'll find him...

Es`Shere says:
::crosses her fingers.. childish but she is praying as well::

CEOLefler says:
EO: Thanks for your concern

TO_Hawkes says:
@::sings:: .. his father's sword he has girded on...

SO_Sadoki says:
CTO: LtJg suggusted we could trail of biomatter on  a photon and burn some organic matter

CMO_Matt says:
::turns away from the console, picking up the padd:: CO: It's sent.

MO_Lea says:
@::begins humming in an attempt to drown out other sounds, tightens her grip on the console::

CTO_Psion says:
SO:  Acknowledged.  I shall notify the Captain.

TO_Hawkes says:
@::sings::....his fair harp slung behind him...

CO_Grant says:
OPS: SEnd a message to all ships near the top 6 closest openings to be on the lookout for that biomatter or the Rio Coco

OPS_Lynam says:
::Monitors sensors and comm channels::

XO_Wall says:
@::is quite busy, making tons of adjustments quickly::

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Aye sir.

CMO_Matt says:
CO: It will loop seven times, that's all the matter we have simulated.

EOMac says:
CEO: well, I don't want you to keel over and I can't help you

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Sends message::

Es`Shere says:
::raises an eyebrow ::

SO_Sadoki says:
;;continues to scan the flexure for anything that would help::

TO_Hawkes says:
@::begins scanning::

CTO_Psion says:
CO:  We have devised a method for a photon torpedo to emit organic material to stream along it trajectory.  Shall we implement it?

LtJg_Cray says:
SO:  Need me to do anything else?

CO_Grant says:
CTO: hold that thought for a while

XO_Wall says:
@::holds as he is jolted almost out of his seat::

CEOLefler says:
EO: I am sure if there were something wrong  with me the good doctor woudl know

TO_Hawkes says:
@::sings::..."land of song," said the warrior bard...

EOMac says:
CEO: until he knows for sure, I'm not too sure

MO_Lea says:
@::is nearly shook out of her seat, despite her grip.  Wonders how much longer this will last::

CMO_Matt says:
::stands, looking around the bridge and at the viewer in intense anticipation. If he had faulted the biotrace...::

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Sings::...though alll the world betrays thee...

SO_Sadoki says:
LtJg: please continue to scan for this biomatter in space

LtJg_Cray says:
SO:  Yes sir.  ::Maintains scans::

CO_Grant says:
:: lOoks anxiously at the image of the flexure as it fluctuates::


Host Nicke_ says:
ACTION: the RIO COCO is suddenly "spit" out of the fissure...they find themselves in cardassioan space

Es`Shere says:
::watches the view screen::

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Sings::...one sword at least thy rights shall guard....one faithful harp to praise thee!

XO_Wall says:
@All: Were out!

CO_Grant says:
:: observes the flexure close::

TO_Hawkes says:
@::breathes in sharply::

Host Nicke_ says:
ACTION: the fissure suddenly collapses behind them!

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Begins scanning for location::

CMO_Matt says:
::sighs, bowing his head in failure::

MO_Lea says:
@::sits up, begins to seach for their location::

Es`Shere says:
::almost leets out a yell.. and smiles instead::

TO_Hawkes says:
@XO:Sir, we're in Cardassian space!

CO_Grant says:
OPS: scan for the comm signals of the rio coco

Es`Shere says:
<lets>

MO_Lea says:
@XO: The flexure has closed, I'd suggest leaving before it changes it's mind?

OPS_Lynam says:
CO: Already on it sir.

LtJg_Cray says:
SO:  Scans of the flexure indicat recent activity, and what seem to be energy signatures.

CO_Grant says:
SO: use long range scanners on the 6 closest exits see if we pick anything up

TO_Hawkes says:
@ALL: Welcome to the Alpha quadrant everyone...thank you for flying 'Coco.

SO_Sadoki says:
CO: Aye sir

CMO_Matt says:
::makes his way slowly from the science consoles, to the rear of the bridge::

XO_Wall says:
@MO: Agreed! ::increases to warp 1 away from were we came out::

EOMac says:
::quit looking at the Romulan data files and now looks at  data from Dr. Torat (noted astronomer discoverer of almost 60 astronomical phenomena and wormhole-expert

XO_Wall says:
@COM: Delphyne this is the Rio Coco we are in Cardassian Space, sending coordinates

SO_Sadoki says:
::scans exits of flexure

MO_Lea says:
@XO: I'm receiving a transmission

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Scans for Askusk::

TO_Hawkes says:
@ALL: The Askusk is no longer with us.

OPS_Lynam says:
ALL:Whoo Hoo!  They made it!  Receiving their coordinates now.

MO_Lea says:
@TO: I'm glad we aren't at war anymore.

XO_Wall says:
@TO: What! are you sure?

CO_Grant says:
OPS: excellent, send the co-ordinates to fco

Es`Shere says:
::smiles for real at last::

CTO_Psion says:
::Listens to Lynam and wonders what "whoo hoo" means::

TO_Hawkes says:
@:MO::wryly:: At least not a HOT war. ::Smiles::

CO_Grant says:
DUTYFCO: plot an intercept course , warp 7 engage

OPS_Lynam says:
:;Sends coordinates to FCO::

TO_Hawkes says:
@::Scans for nearest frinedlies....and bogies::

LtJg_Cray says:
<DuytFCO>  CO:  Yes sir.  ::Engages::

Host Nicke_ says:
<><><><><><><><><><><><END MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><
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